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NTA UGC NET/JRF/SET Paper 2 History 27 Solved Papers (2012–2021) & 10 Practice Sets Prabhat Prakashan NTA UGC
NET/JRF/SET Paper 2 History 27 Solved Papers (2012–2021) & 10 Practice Sets Dubai The Making of a Megapolis Penguin Books
India Corporate Success Stories In The UAE The Key Drivers Behind Their Growth Emerald Group Publishing Corporate
success diﬀers by company, sector and industry. Thirteen case studies document the corporate growth of companies from diﬀerent
industries in the UAE, a progressive and innovative nation in the Middle East. Examining key indicators of success of each company,
capturing the strategic drivers behind them and assessing the best practices. Organizational Culture and Behavior: Concepts,
Methodologies, Tools, and Applications Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications IGI Global The questionable
practices and policies of many businesses are coming under scrutiny by consumers and the media. As such, it important to research
new methods and systems for creating optimal business cultures. Organizational Culture and Behavior: Concepts, Methodologies,
Tools, and Applications is a comprehensive resource on the latest advances and developments for creating a system of shared values
and beliefs in business environments. Featuring extensive coverage across a range of relevant perspectives and topics, such as
organizational climate, collaboration orientation, and aggressiveness orientation, this book is ideally designed for business owners,
managers, entrepreneurs, professionals, researchers, and students actively involved in the modern business realm. The Siege 68
Hours Inside the Taj Hotel Penguin Winner of the CWA Nonﬁction Dagger Award, the deﬁnitive account of the 2008 terrorist attacks
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in Mumbai Mumbai, 2008. On the night of November 26, Lashkar-e-Toiba terrorists attacked targets throughout the city, including the
Taj Mahal Palace Hotel, one of the world’s most exclusive luxury hotels. For sixty-eight hours, hundreds were held hostage as shots
rang out and an enormous ﬁre raged. When the smoke cleared, thirty-one people were dead and many more had been injured. Only
the courageous actions of staﬀ and guests—including Mallika Jagad, Bob Nichols, and Taj general manager Binny Kang—prevented a
much higher death toll. With a deep understanding of the region and its politics and a narrative ﬂair reminiscent of Midnight in Peking,
journalists Cathy Scott-Clark and Adrian Levy vividly unfold the tragic events in a real-life thriller ﬁlled with suspense, tragedy, history,
and heroism. Revolutionary Afghanistan A Reappraisal Routledge This book, ﬁrst published in 1982, examines the reality of the
so-called revolution in Afghanistan. It focuses on the career of Haﬁzullah Amin, considered in the West as a near-genocidal mass
murderer, intent on establishing a personal ﬁefdom in Afghanistan. However, this book argues that he was a man struggling against
impossible odds to preserve his country’s independence and at the same time drag it into the twentieth century. He commanded such
loyalty and support within the Afghanistan Communist Party and the armed forces that the Russians had to invade to get rid of him.
NTA UGC NET/JRF/SET HISTORY 26 SOLVED PAPERS AND 10 PRACTICE SETS Prabhat Prakashan Newsline The Future of
Pakistan Brookings Institution Press With each passing day, Pakistan becomes an even more crucial player in world aﬀairs. Home of
the world's second-largest Muslim population, epicenter of the global jihad, location of perhaps the planet's most dangerous
borderlands, and armed with nuclear weapons, this South Asian nation will go a long way toward determining what the world looks like
ten years from now. The Future of Pakistan presents and evaluates several scenarios for how the country will develop, evolve, and act
in the near future, as well as the geopolitical implications of each. Led by renowned South Asia expert Stephen P. Cohen, a team of
authoritative contributors looks at several pieces of the Pakistan puzzle. The book begins with Cohen's broad yet detailed overview of
Pakistan, placing it within the context of current-day geopolitics and international economics. Cohen's piece is then followed by a
number of shorter, more tightly focused essays addressing more speciﬁc issues of concern. Cohen's fellow contributors hail from
America, Europe, India, and Pakistan itself, giving the book a uniquely international and comparative perspective. They address critical
factors such as the role and impact of radical groups and militants, developments in speciﬁc key regions such as Punjab and the
rugged frontier with Afghanistan, and the inﬂuence of—and interactions with—India, Pakistan's archrival since birth. The book also
breaks down relations with other international powers such as China and the United States. The all-important military and internal
security apparatus come under scrutiny, as do rapidly morphing social and gender issues. Political and party developments are
examined along with the often amorphous division of power between Islamabad and the nation's regions and local powers.
Uncertainty about Pakistan's trajectory persists. The Future of Pakistan helps us understand the current circumstances, the relevant
actors and their motivation, the critical issues at hand, the diﬀerent outcomes they might produce, and what it all means for
Pakistanis, Indians, the United States, and the entire world. Praise for the work of Stephen P. Cohen The Idea of Pakistan: "The
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intellectual power and rare insight with which Cohen breaks through the complexity of the subject rivals that of classics that have
explained other societies posting a comparable challenge to understanding."— Middle East Journal India: Emerging Power: "In light of
the events of September 11, 2001, Cohen's perceptive, insightful, and balanced account of emergent India will be essential reading
for U.S. foreign policymakers, scholars, and informed citizens."— Choice HAKIM AJMAL KHAN Publications Division Ministry of
Information & Broadcasting The present study on Hakim Saheb's life and contribution will serve a useful purpose in strengthening the
feelings of national integration as well as enlightening the general reader with some of the events which have remained unknown so
far. Hakim Ajmal Khan, A man of multi-dimensional personality, his whole life was a saga of selﬂess service and sacriﬁce. Memories
of Nine Years in ʻAkká Secession and Security Explaining State Strategy against Separatists Cornell University Press "The
book is an excellent addition to the scholarly literature on subnational movements, both past and present, oﬀering a range of insights
to policymakers across the globe."—Ayesha Jalal, author of The Struggle for Pakistan "With judicious use of empirical evidence and
rich case studies, Ahsan I. Butt makes a compelling case that states’ responses to secessionist movements turn to a considerable
degree on their external security environments."—S. Paul Kapur, author of Jihad as Grand Strategy In Secession and Security, Ahsan I.
Butt argues that states, rather than separatists, determine whether a secessionist struggle will be peaceful, violent, or genocidal. He
investigates the strategies, ranging from negotiated concessions to large-scale repression, adopted by states in response to separatist
movements. Variations in the external security environment, Butt argues, inﬂuenced the leaders of the Ottoman Empire to use
peaceful concessions against Armenians in 1908 but escalated to genocide against the same community in 1915; caused Israel to
reject a Palestinian state in the 1990s; and shaped peaceful splits in Czechoslovakia in 1993 and the Norway-Sweden union in 1905.
Using more than one hundred interviews and extensive archival data, Butt focuses on two main cases—Pakistani reactions to Bengali
and Baloch demands for independence in the 1970s and India’s responses to secessionist movements in Kashmir, Punjab, and Assam
in the 1980s and 1990s. Butt’s deep historical approach to his subject will appeal to policymakers and observers interested in the last
ﬁve decades of geopolitics in South Asia, the contemporary Israeli-Palestinian conﬂict, and ethno-national conﬂict, separatism, and
nationalism more generally. Covid-19 Pandemic And Energy Markets: Commodity Markets, Cryptocurrencies And
Electricity Consumption Under The Covid-19 World Scientiﬁc The World Health Organization conﬁrmed COVID-19 a pandemic on
March 11, 2020, causing vast impact on international economy. The coronavirus pandemic has given rise to an unprecedented global
health and economic crises. Apart from the toll of early deaths, economic activities have been stalled and stock markets have
tumbled, while a wide range of energy markets — including oil, gas and renewable energy — have been severely aﬀected. This crisis
The pandemic has stressed the critical value of the health care infrastructure and electricity infrastructure. In view of the above, while
governments and policy makers respond to these interlinked crises, they must not lose sight of a major challenge of our time: clean
energy transitions.The pandemic has continued to to slow down the recovery of economic activities and consumption due to
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combination of many factors such as economic recession, expensive storage, warm climate, and enormous uncertainty. Mitigation and
adaptation policies are crucial to overcoming the crisis. The commodity futures market will depend on the eﬀectiveness of decisionmakers' policies in containing the COVID-19 outbreak and reducing the negative eﬀect of the pandemic on economic activities. This
book seeks to throw light on the adverse eﬀects of COVID-19 through enhanced scientiﬁc and multi-disciplinary knowledge. The
chapters in the book show that the energy, stock, crypto-currencies markets are vulnerable to the surge in coronavirus deaths. The
Dogs are Eating Them Now Our War in Afghanistan Catapult The Dogs are Eating Them Now is a highly personal narrative of our
war in Afghanistan and how it went dangerously wrong. Written by a respected and fearless former foreign correspondent who has
won multiple awards for his journalism (including an Emmy for the video series "Talking with the Taliban") this is a gripping account of
modern warfare that takes you into back alleys, cockpits, and prisons —telling stories that would have endangered his life had he
published this book while still working as a journalist. Smith was not simply embedded with the military: he operated independently
and at great personal risk to report from inside the war, and the heroes of his story are the translators, guides, and ordinary citizens
who helped him ﬁnd the truth. They revealed sad, absurd, touching stories that provide the key to understanding why the mission
failed to deliver peace and democracy. From the corruption of law enforcement agents and the tribal nature of the local power
structure to the economics of the drug trade and the frequent blunders of foreign troops, this is the no–holds–barred story from a
leading expert on the insurgency. Report Two Leaves and a Bud U.S. Marines In Afghanistan, 2001-2002: From The Sea
Pickle Partners Publishing Includes more than 100 maps, plans and illustrations. “This monograph is more than the story of Marine
expeditionary operations in Afghanistan. It describes who our nation’s enemies are; how America became involved in the Global War
on Terrorism; and how the Marine Corps struggled to acquire a major role in Operation Enduring Freedom, as well as the actions of
Marines and sailors who helped prosecute the air and ground campaigns against Taliban and al-Qaeda forces.”— Dr. Charles P.
Neimeyer, Director of Marine Corps History Playing It My Way My Autobiography Hodder & Stoughton The greatest run-scorer in
the history of cricket, Sachin Tendulkar retired in 2013 after an astonishing 24 years at the top. The most celebrated Indian cricketer
of all time, he received the Bharat Ratna Award - India's highest civilian honour - on the day of his retirement. Now Sachin Tendulkar
tells his own remarkable story - from his ﬁrst Test cap at the age of 16 to his 100th international century and the emotional ﬁnal
farewell that brought his country to a standstill. When a boisterous Mumbai youngster's excess energies were channelled into cricket,
the result was record-breaking schoolboy batting exploits that launched the career of a cricketing phenomenon. Before long Sachin
Tendulkar was the cornerstone of India's batting line-up, his every move watched by a cricket-mad nation's devoted followers. Never
has a cricketer been burdened with so many expectations; never has a cricketer performed at such a high level for so long and with
such style - scoring more runs and making more centuries than any other player, in both Tests and one-day games. And perhaps only
one cricketer could have brought together a shocked nation by deﬁantly scoring a Test century shortly after terrorist attacks rocked
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Mumbai. His many achievements with India include winning the World Cup and topping the world Test rankings. Yet he has also known
his fair share of frustration and failure - from injuries and early World Cup exits to stinging criticism from the press, especially during
his unhappy tenure as captain. Despite his celebrity status, Sachin Tendulkar has always remained a very private man, devoted to his
family and his country. Now, for the ﬁrst time, he provides a fascinating insight into his personal life and gives a frank and revealing
account of a sporting life like no other. Annual Report - American Friends of the Middle East Cases in Intelligence Analysis
Structured Analytic Techniques in Action CQ Press In their Second Edition of Cases in Intelligence Analysis: Structured Analytic
Techniques in Action, accomplished instructors and intelligence practitioners Sarah Miller Beebe and Randolph H. Pherson oﬀer robust,
class-tested cases studies of events in foreign intelligence, counterintelligence, terrorism, homeland security, law enforcement, and
decision-making support. Designed to give analysts-in-training an opportunity to apply structured analytic techniques and tackle reallife problems, each turnkey case delivers a captivating narrative, discussion questions, recommended readings, and a series of
engaging analytic exercises. Arts Magazine Manorama Year Book Arts Digest Islam and Healing Loss and Recovery of an
Indo-Muslim Medical Tradition, 1600-1900 Springer Traces the Islamic healing tradition's interaction with Indian society and
politics as these evolved in tandem from 1600 to 1900, and demonstrates how an in-house struggle for hegemony can be as potent as
external power in deﬁning medical, social and national modernity. A pioneering work on the social and medical history of Indian Islam.
The Aryan Path Aryan Path What Happens When We Die? Hay House, Inc Dr. Sam Parnia faces death every day. Through his
work as a critical-care doctor in a hospital emergency room, he became very interested in some of his patients’ accounts of the
experiences that they had while clinically dead. He started to collect these stories and read all the latest research on the subject, and
then he conducted his own experiments. That work has culminated in this extraordinary book, which picks up where Raymond
Moody’s Life After Life left oﬀ. Written in a scientiﬁc, balanced, and engaging style, this is powerful and compelling reading. This
fascinating and controversial book will change the way you look at death and dying. Indo-iranica Vikalpa Vidura Jarnal History of
the Persian Empire Phoenix Books Traces the achievements of the Iranian empire through two centuries of glory to its downfall in
the third century B.C Wounded Tiger A History of Cricket in Pakistan Simon and Schuster The nation of Pakistan was born out of
the trauma of Partition from India in 1947. Its cricket team evolved in the chaotic aftermath. Initially unrecognised, underfunded and
weak, Pakistan's team grew to become a major force in world cricket. Since the early days of the Raj, cricket has been entwined with
national identity and Pakistan's successes helped to deﬁne its status in the world. Deﬁant in defence, irresistible in attack, players
such as A.H.Kardar, Fazal Mahmood, Wasim Akram and Imran Khan awed their contemporaries and inspired their successors. The
story of Pakistan cricket is ﬁlled with triumph and tragedy. In recent years, it has been threatened by the same problems aﬀecting
Pakistan itself: fallout from the 'war on terror', sectarian violence, corruption, crises in health and education, and a shortage of
eﬀective leaders. For twenty years, Pakistan cricket has been stained by the scandalous behaviour of the players involved in match-
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ﬁxing. Since 2009, the fear of violence has driven Pakistan's international cricket into exile. No one knows when it will return home.
But Peter Oborne's narrative is also full of hope. For all its troubles, cricket gives all Pakistanis a chance to excel and express
themselves, a sense of identity and a cause for pride in their country. Packed with ﬁrst-hand recollections, and digging deep into
political, social and cultural history, Wounded Tiger is a major study of sport and nationhood. Asiamoney Encyclopedia of
Organizational Knowledge, Administration, and Technology IGI Global For any organization to be successful, it must operate in
such a manner that knowledge and information, human resources, and technology are continually taken into consideration and
managed eﬀectively. Business concepts are always present regardless of the ﬁeld or industry – in education, government, healthcare,
not-for-proﬁt, engineering, hospitality/tourism, among others. Maintaining organizational awareness and a strategic frame of mind is
critical to meeting goals, gaining competitive advantage, and ultimately ensuring sustainability. The Encyclopedia of Organizational
Knowledge, Administration, and Technology is an inaugural ﬁve-volume publication that oﬀers 193 completely new and previously
unpublished articles authored by leading experts on the latest concepts, issues, challenges, innovations, and opportunities covering all
aspects of modern organizations. Moreover, it is comprised of content that highlights major breakthroughs, discoveries, and
authoritative research results as they pertain to all aspects of organizational growth and development including methodologies that
can help companies thrive and analytical tools that assess an organization’s internal health and performance. Insights are oﬀered in
key topics such as organizational structure, strategic leadership, information technology management, and business analytics, among
others. The knowledge compiled in this publication is designed for entrepreneurs, managers, executives, investors, economic analysts,
computer engineers, software programmers, human resource departments, and other industry professionals seeking to understand
the latest tools to emerge from this ﬁeld and who are looking to incorporate them in their practice. Additionally, academicians,
researchers, and students in ﬁelds that include but are not limited to business, management science, organizational development,
entrepreneurship, sociology, corporate psychology, computer science, and information technology will beneﬁt from the research
compiled within this publication. Syntactic Structures Walter de Gruyter GmbH & Co KG Indian National Congress and the
Struggle for Freedom, 1885-1947 Oxford University Press, USA This volume presents an analytical history of India's struggle for
freedom and the role played in it by the Indian National Congress. It provides a comprehensive account of the Independence
movement, encompassing events such as the extremist-moderate split in the Congress, Morley-Minto reforms, Round Table
Conferences, the Quit India Movement; and the Partition. Drawing on statistical analysis and exhaustive research, it examines the
impact of prevailing domestic and international economic conditions on the evolution of the politics of the Congress, the Muslim
League, as well as the Indian revolutionary, socialist, and communist parties. The book also throws light on the complex interplay of
power politics between the Centre, the States, and the various grass-roots organizatons on one hand and the push and pull of HinduMuslim communal politics on the other. This is the ﬁrst English translation of the Bengali classic Swadhinata Sangrame Bharatiya
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Jatiya Congress: 1885-1947 (ﬁrst published in 1990) by the late Professor Amales Tripathi, an eminent scholar and a renowned
historian. This translation also carries a foreword by Dr Rudrangshu Mukherjee. Organiser Indus Journey A Personal View of
Pakistan Random House (UK) Directorate S The C.I.A. and America's Secret Wars in Afghanistan and Pakistan Penguin
Winner of the 2018 National Book Critics Circle Award for Nonﬁction Longlisted for the 2018 National Book Award for Nonﬁction From
the Pulitzer Prize-winning author of Ghost Wars, the epic and enthralling story of America's intelligence, military, and diplomatic
eﬀorts to defeat Al Qaeda and the Taliban in Afghanistan and Pakistan since 9/11 Prior to 9/11, the United States had been carrying
out small-scale covert operations in Afghanistan, ostensibly in cooperation, although often in direct opposition, with I.S.I., the Pakistani
intelligence agency. While the US was trying to quell extremists, a highly secretive and compartmentalized wing of I.S.I., known as
"Directorate S," was covertly training, arming, and seeking to legitimize the Taliban, in order to enlarge Pakistan's sphere of inﬂuence.
After 9/11, when ﬁfty-nine countries, led by the U. S., deployed troops or provided aid to Afghanistan in an eﬀort to ﬂush out the
Taliban and Al Qaeda, the U.S. was set on an invisible slow-motion collision course with Pakistan. Today we know that the war in
Afghanistan would falter badly because of military hubris at the highest levels of the Pentagon, the drain on resources and
provocation in the Muslim world caused by the U.S.-led invasion of Iraq, and corruption. But more than anything, as Coll makes
painfully clear, the war in Afghanistan was doomed because of the failure of the United States to apprehend the motivations and
intentions of I.S.I.'s "Directorate S". This was a swirling and shadowy struggle of historic proportions, which endured over a decade
and across both the Bush and Obama administrations, involving multiple secret intelligence agencies, a litany of incongruous
strategies and tactics, and dozens of players, including some of the most prominent military and political ﬁgures. A sprawling
American tragedy, the war was an open clash of arms but also a covert melee of ideas, secrets, and subterranean violence. Coll
excavates this grand battle, which took place away from the gaze of the American public. With unsurpassed expertise, original
research, and attention to detail, he brings to life a narrative at once vast and intricate, local and global, propulsive and painstaking.
This is the deﬁnitive explanation of how America came to be so badly ensnared in an elaborate, factional, and seemingly interminable
conﬂict in South Asia. Nothing less than a forensic examination of the personal and political forces that shape world history,
Directorate S is a complete masterpiece of both investigative and narrative journalism.
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